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Abstract

In this paper, we study the episodic reinforcement learning (RL) problem mod-
eled by finite-horizon Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) with constraint on the
number of batches. The multi-batch reinforcement learning framework, where the
agent is required to provide a time schedule to update policy before everything,
which is particularly suitable for the scenarios where the agent suffers extensively
from changing the policy adaptively. Given a finite-horizon MDP with S states,
A actions and planning horizon H , we design a computational efficient algorithm
to achieve near-optimal regret of Õp

a

SAH3K lnp1{δqq5 in K episodes using
O pH ` log2 log2pKqq batches with confidence parameter δ. To our best of knowl-
edge, it is the first Õp

?
SAH3Kq regret bound with OpH ` log2 log2pKqq batch

complexity. Meanwhile, we show that to achieve ÕppolypS,A,Hq
?
Kq regret,

the number of batches is at least Ω pH{ logApKq ` log2 log2pKqq, which matches
our upper bound up to logarithmic terms.
Our technical contribution are two-fold: 1) a near-optimal design scheme to explore
over the unlearned states; 2) an computational efficient algorithm to explore certain
directions with an approximated transition model.

1 Introduction

In reinforcement learning (RL), the learning agent interacts with the environment to maximize the
total reward by making sequential decisions. The agent typically has to achieve two seemingly very
different goals: to try as many actions and reach as many states as possible so as to learn more
information about the environment (a.k.a. exploration) and to follow the policy that collects the
high rewards according to the learned information (a.k.a. exploitation). To address this exploration-
exploitation dilemma and achieve the near-optimal regret bounds, the agent usually needs to adjust
his/her strategies adaptively based on the historical trajectories and make frequent policy changes
[Azar et al., 2017, Zanette and Brunskill, 2019, Zhang et al., 2020].

On the other hand, however, too much adaptivity requirement usually leads to lower level of paral-
lelism, impeding the large-scale deployment of the RL algorithms (which is often in a distributed
manner). Frequent policy updates also suffer the cost of re-deploying policies in many practical
applications. For example, in medical domains, it often requires complete discussion among many
experts to change the treatment plans, which is not affordable in terms of both time and monetary
cost [Lei et al., 2012, Almirall et al., 2012, 2014]; in RL for hardware placement [Mirhoseini et al.,
2017], rewriting the program into the hardware for too many times is strongly discouraged. Similar
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challenges also arise in applying RL to personalized recommendation system [Yu et al., 2019] and
database optimization [Krishnan et al., 2018].

In such cases, the learning agent should minimize the number of policy switches while keeping the
regret affordable. Bai et al. [2019] first proposed the provably efficient RL algorithms with low
switching costs under the Q-learning algorithmic framework together with the lazy update techniques.
However, their method needs to actively monitor the data in real time to determine whether a policy
change is to be initiated. In other words, although the number of policy switches by [Bai et al., 2019]
is low, the (usually long) time periods when the same policy is used still cannot be parallelized due to
the policy-change trigger in their algorithms which is intrinsically sequential.

In order to address this problem, we propose and study under the framework of multi-batch RL,
where the learning agent has to determine the number of batches and length of each batch before the
learning process starts,6 and uses as few batches as possible to achieve a low regret. Multi-batch
RL algorithms can be easily deployed in a distributed fashion as the episodes during the same batch
can be easily and fully parallelized. The idea of batch learning is also being widely practiced. For
example, in medical trials, the medical center usually collects the data during a fixed time period
among a batch of patients and then designs the experiment for the next phase based on the learned
information in previous phases [Lei et al., 2012, Almirall et al., 2012, 2014].

Formally, we define multi-batch RL and batch complexity as below.
Definition 1 (Multi-Batch RL with complexity M ). The agent determines a group of lengths
ttmuMm“1 such that

řM
m“1 tm “ K before the learning process starts. For m “ 1, 2, . . . ,M , the

agent sets a policy πm and then follows πm for tm episodes.

We highlight that an upper bound for batch complexity implies the same upper bound for global
switching cost, since each policy switch means a new batch. It is also worth noting that the proposed
batch RL framework is fully parallelizable during each batch for the applications where dataset comes
in batch (e.g., clinical trial). Like other RL settings, we have the natural and interesting question:
Question 1. Is it possible to achieve near optimal batch complexity, while keeping the regret
Õp

?
SAH3Kq.

We provide a positive answer for Question 1, which we state as below.
Theorem 1. Let7 ι “ lnp2{δq. For any episodic MDP, with probability 1 ´ δ, under Algorithm 1 the
regret in T episodes is bounded by

RegretpT q ď Õ
´?

SAH3Kι2 ` S
15
4 A

9
8H

17
8 ι

5
8K

3
8 ` S

19
4 A

13
4 H

33
4 ιK

1
4 ` S

11
2 A

9
2H

17
2 ι
¯

,

and the batch complexity is bounded by OpH ` log2 log2pKqq. Moreover, the computational cost of
Algorithm 1 is ÕpS4AHK3 ` S3A2H2K3q.

On the other hand, we show a lower bound of batch complexity as below.

Theorem 2. For any algorithm with OppolypS,A,Hq
?
Kq regret bound, the batch complexity is at

least ΩpH{ logApKq ` log2 log2pKqq.

Compared to the lower bound of Ωplog2 log2pKqq in [Gao et al., 2019] for multi-armed bandit
problem, additional ΩpH{ logApKqq batches are required to explore the structure of the MDP.

Due to space limitation, we defer the full proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to Appendix D and
Appendix B respectively.

Our contribution. We propose the framework of multi-batch RL, and first achieve OpH `

log2 log2pKqq sample complexity bound with the near-optimal Õp
?
SAH3Kιq regret bound with

an efficient algorithm. We also prove that for any algorithm with OppolypS,A,Hq
?
Kq regret, the

global switching cost is at least ΩpH{ logApKq ` log2 log2pKqq, which implies a nearly matching
lower bound of ΩpH{ log2pKq ` log2 log2pKqq for the batch complexity. We also note that the
OpH ` log2 log2pKqq batch complexity implies an OpH ` log2 log2pKqq bound for the global
switching cost, which is also a near optimal upper bound.

6In contrast, Bai et al. [2019] can update the policy at any time.
7Throughout the paper we use ι to denote lnp2{δq.
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2 Related Works

Bandit algorithms with limited adaptivity. Bandit problem with low switching cost is widely
studied in past decades [Cesa-Bianchi et al., 2013, Perchet et al., 2016, Gao et al., 2019, Simchi-
Levi and Xu, 2019]. Cesa-Bianchi et al. [2013] showed an Θ̃pK

2
3 q regret bound under adaptive

adversaries and bounded memories. Perchet et al. [2016] proved a regret bound of Θ̃pK
1

1´21´M q for
the two-armed bandit problem within M batches, and later Gao et al. [2019] extended their result to
the general A-armed case. Besides the setting of classical multi-armed bandit problem, other settings
has also been studied, e.g., multinomial bandit problem [Dong et al., 2020] and linear bandit problem
[Ruan et al., 2020].

Episodic reinforcement learning with low switching cost. For model-based algorithms, by
doubling updates, the global switching cost is OpSAH log2pKqq while keeping the regret
Õp

?
SAKH3qAzar et al. [2017]. For model-free algorithms, Bai et al. [2019] first studied RL with

low switching cost. They proposed a Q-learning algorithm with lazy update to achieve Õp
?
SAKH4q

regret bound and OpSAH3 logpK{Aqq local switching cost. Recently Zhang et al. [2020] estab-
lished a better regret bound of Õp

?
SAKH3q and OpSAH2 logpK{Aqq local switching cost. Be-

sides, Gao et al. [2021] generalized the problem to Linear RL, and established a regret bound of
Õp

?
d3H4Kq with OpdH logpKqq global switching cost. Recent work Qiao et al. [2022] achieved

OpHSA log2 log2pKqq switching cost and ÕppolypS,A,Hq
?
Kq regret with a computational inef-

ficient algorithm.

Regret minimization for reinforcement learning. There is a long line of works devoting to regret
minimization for RL problem [Kakade, 2003, Jaksch et al., 2010, Bartlett and Tewari, 2009, Dann
et al., 2019, Azar et al., 2017, Jin et al., 2018, Zanette and Brunskill, 2019, Zhang and Ji, 2019, Zhang
et al., 2020, Li et al., 2020, Zhang et al., 2021]. For tabular setting, near optimal regret bound of
Õp

?
SAH3T q has been established by [Azar et al., 2017, Zanette and Brunskill, 2019, Zhang et al.,

2020] for both model-based and model-free algorithms. However, fewer algorithms focused on the
setting of multi-batch RL.

3 Preliminaries

Episodic reinforcement learning. M “ xS,A, r, P, s1y, where S ˆ A is the discrete
state-action space, r “ trhps, aqups,aqPSˆA,hPrHs is the known8 reward function, P “

tPhps, aqups,aqPSˆA,hPrHs is the unknown transition model and s1 is the fixed initial state9. We
assume that the reward function rhps, aq P r0, 1s for any ph, s, aq. In each episode, the agent starts
at s1, then takes actions and transits to the next state step by step, and finally conducts the trajec-
tory tpsh, ah, sh`1quHh“1. The target of the agent is to maximize the accumulative reward function
řH

h“1 rhpsh, ahq.

A policy π can be viewed as a series of mappings tπhuHh“1 where πh : S Ñ ∆A maps sh to a
distribution over the action space at the h-th step, where πhpa|sq is the probability taking action a at
state s of the h-th horizon.

Given a policy π, the (optimal) Q-function and value function are given by

Qπ
hps, aq “ Eπ

«

H
ÿ

h1“h

rh1 psh1 , ah1 q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
psh, ahq “ ps, aq

ff

; Q˚
hps, aq “ sup

πPΠ
Qπ

hps, aq;

V π
h psq “ Eπ

«

H
ÿ

h1“h

rh1 psh1 , ah1 q

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
sh “ s

ff

; V ˚
h psq “ max

a
Q˚

hps, aq.

8This is a common assumption since the uncertainty of reward function is dominated by that of the transition
model.

9The more general case, where the agent starts from a fixed initial distribution, could be reduced to our
setting by increasing H by 1
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Let πpkq denote the policy in the k-th episode. Then the regret is given by

RegretpKq :“
K
ÿ

k“1

pV ˚
1 ps1q ´ V πpkq

1 ps1qq. (1)

Notations In this paper, we use Eπ,pr¨s (Pπ,pr¨s) to denote the expectation (probability) following
policy π under transition model p. In particular, Eπr¨s(Pπr¨s) denotes the expectation (probability)
following π under the true transition model P . We define the general value function

Wπpr1, pq “ Eπ,p

«

H
ÿ

h“1

r1
hpsh, ahq

ff

.

We use 1 to denote the S-dimensional vector r1, 1, . . . , 1sJ and 1h,s,a to denote the reward func-
tion r1 such that r1

h1 ps1, a1q “ Irph, s, aq “ ph1, s1, a1qs. We also define tdπhps, aqups,a,hq be the
occupancy distribution of π. That is, dπhps, aq “ EπrIrpsh, ahq “ ps, aqss. ∆d is used to denote
the d-dimensional simplex. For two vector x, y with the same dimension, we write xJy as xy for
convenience. For p P ∆S and v P RS , we define Vpp, vq “ pv2 ´ ppvq2. For N ě 1, we use rN s to
denote the set r1, 2, . . . , N s.

4 Technique Overview

In this section, we first introduce the policy elimination framework, which enjoys the near-optimal
batch complexity. Then we summarize the technical challenges to achieve the near-optimal regret
bound efficiently under this framework. At last, we introduce our major technical contributions.

4.1 Policy Elimination Framework

Following the methods in multi-batch bandit learning Perchet et al. [2016], Gao et al. [2019], we
construct our main algorithm using policy elimination. Like most model-based reinforcement learning
methods, we maintain a confidence region P for the transition model, where the true transition model
P P P with high probability. Before each batch starts, for a policy π and a reward function u, by
extended value iteration (See Algorithm 5 in Appendix C.2), we are able to compute the confidence
interval rLπpu,Pq, Uπpu,Pqs for the value function of π, where

Uπpu,Pq :“ max
p1PP

Wπpu ` 1z, p1q; Lπpu,Pq :“ min
p1PP

Wπpu, p1q. (2)

Here z is a virtual state for the infrequent state-action-state triples (See Function clip in Algorithm 2).
The reason why we give reward 1 for z in computing the upper confidence bound is to encourage
exploration to these infrequent state-action-state triples.

By policy elimination we get Πpr,Pq “

!

π
ˇ

ˇUπpr,Pq ě supπ1 Lπ1

pr,Pq

)

as the set of survived
policies. The next step is to choose a policy π P Πpr,Pq and execute π in the current batch.
Defining Pm to be the confidence region for the transition model after the m-th batch and gapm`1 “

maxπPΠpr,PmqpUπpr,Pmq ´ Lπpr,Pmqq, the regret in the m ` 1-th batch could be bounded by
tm`1gapm`1. Therefore, the main task is to design efficient exploration policy to reduce gapm for
each 1 ď m ď M .

4.2 Technical Challenges

Following the policy elimination framework above, we have two major challenges to achieve the
near-optimal regret bound with an efficient algorithm.

Difficulty in exploration Fix the reward function r and confidence region P . To construct tight
confidence interval for every policy π P Πpr,Pq, we need to find a policy π P Πpr,Pq to collect
enough samples for each ph, s, aq. To address the problem, Qiao et al. [2022] proposed an algorithm
named APEVE, which learns each ph, s, aq triple independently. More precisely, for each ph, s, aq P

rHsˆSˆA, the algorithm searches for a policy πh,s,a to maximize the probability of visiting ph, s, aq
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over Πpr,Pq, and then execute πh,s,a to collect samples for ph, s, aq. However, this algorithm might
be inefficient in sampling, since different horizon-state-action triples may match along with the same
exploration policy. As shown in Qiao et al. [2022], the regret bound might be sub-optimal with this
algorithm. Therefore, to achieve the near-optimal regret bound, we need to design a new exploration
strategy to utilize the correlationship among different horizon-state-action triples.

Difficulty in efficient implementation Because the policy set Πpr,Pq might have exponential size,
naive enumeration is not applicable to searching for a good exploration policy. As a consequence, it
requires additional efforts to study the structure of Πpr,Pq. For example, when r “ 0, Πpr,Pq is the
set of all possible policies. In this case, we can use extended value iteration (See Algorithm 5) to find
the policy which visits ph, s, aq most frequently.

4.3 Key Techniques

Near-optimal design scheme Unlike RL algorithm with limited switching cost, in multi-batch
reinforcement learning, the agent can not change the policy adaptively. As a result, we need to design
a policy with proper coverage ratio for all the survived policies. That is, using the data collected
following this policy, the length of the confidence interval for any survived policy is bounded by a
uniform threshold.

Recall that dπhps, aq “ EπrIrpsh, ahq “ ps, aqs. Using classical regret analysis for tabular RL [Azar
et al., 2013, Zanette and Brunskill, 2019], for a fixed policy π, the length of confidence interval for π
could be roughly bounded by

Õ

˜

ÿ

s,a,h

dπhps, aq

d

Varhps, aq

Nhps, aq

¸

ď

Cauchy1s ineq.Õ

¨

˝

g

f

f

e

ÿ

s,a,h

dπhps, aq

Nhps, aq
¨

d

ÿ

s,a,h

dπhps, aqVarhps, aq

˛

‚,

(3)

where Varhps, aq is the variance term with respect to Ph,s,a and V ˚h`1 p¨q, and Nhps, aq ě 1 is the
count of ph, s, aq.

Because
ř

s,a,h d
π
hps, aqVarhps, aq could be uniformly bounded by OpH2q using classical analysis,

we focus on bounding the term
ř

s,a,h
dπ
hps,aq

Nhps,aq
. Suppose the policy for current batch is π̃. After this

batch, we roughly have that Nhps, aq9dπ̃hps, aq. So it corresponds to find a policy π̃ P Πpr,Pq to
minimize the worst-case coverage number maxπPΠpr,Pq

ř

h,s,a
dπ
hps,aq

dπ̃
hps,aq

. For this problem, we have
the lemma below, and the proof is deferred to Appendix E.1.
Lemma 1. Let d ą 0 be an integer. Let X Ă p∆dqm. Then there exists a distribution D over X ,
such that

max
x“txiudmi“1PX

dm
ÿ

i“1

xi

yi
“ md,

where y “ tyiu
dm
i“1 “ Ex„Drxs. Moreover, if X has a boundary set BX with finite cardinality, we

can find an approximation solution for D in polyp|BX |q time.

Plugging X “
␣

tdπhp¨, ¨quHh“1|π P Πpr,Pq
(

, d “ SA and m “ H into Lemma 1, there exists a
policy π̃ being a mixture of policies in Πpr,Pq, such that maxπPΠpr,Pq

ř

s,a,h
dπ
hps,aq

dπ̃
hps,aq

“ SAH . In

this way, we can find the desired exploration policy π̃ by assuming the knowledge of tdπhp¨, ¨qu
H
h“1

for all π P Πpr,Pq.

Given the design scheme above, it remains two problems, for which we present solutions below:
1) tdπhp¨, ¨qu

H
h“1 is unknown; 2) even assuming tdπhp¨, ¨qu

H
h“1 is known, it is hard to find π̃ since the

cardinality of
␣

tdπhp¨, ¨quHh“1|π P Πpr,Pq
(

might be exponential in SH .

Constructing tight confidence region To estimate tdπhp¨, ¨qu
H
h“1, we consider to construct a tight

confidence region for the transition model to estimate the occupancy distribution up to a constant
ratio.
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Definition 2. We say a confidence transition region P “ bh,s,aPh,s,a is tight with respect to p1 iff
(i)p1 P P; (ii) e´ 1

H p1
h,s,a,s1 ď ph,s,a,s1 ď e

1
H p1

h,s,a,s1 for any ph, s, a, s1q and any ph,s,a P Ph,s,a;
(iii) Ph,s,a has the form Ph,s,a “ tp P ∆S |aJ

i p ď bi, i “ 1, 2, ...,mu where m ď polypSMq.

In model-based reinforcement learning, these conditions are natural and it is easy to construct a tight
confidence region with acceptable error.

Once we have a confidence region which is tight w.r.t. the true transition model P , for any policy π
and ph, s, aq, we can estimate the expected visit count Wπp1h,s,aq by Wπp1h,s,a, pq for any p P P
because

e´1Wπp1h,s,a, pq ď Wπp1h,s,aq “ dπhps, aq ď eWπp1h,s,a, pq.

With Wπp1h,s,a, pq as approximation of dπhps, aq, we can continue the analysis above by paying a
constant factor.

To learn such a confidence region, by Bennet’s inequality (Lemma 3), it suffices to visit ph, s, a, s1q10

for C1H
2ι for each ph, s, a, s1q, where C1 is an universal constant. By this idea, we try to visit each

ph, s, a, s1q as much as possible. In the meantime, it is very possible that some ph, s, a, s1q tuples are
extremely hard to visit. Fortunately, with proper exploration scheme, we can show that the maximal
probability to visit such tuples is well-bounded, so that these tuples could be ignored by suffering
regret Op

?
T q.

Computational efficient design scheme Assume the confidence region P is tight w.r.t.
P . We invoke reward-zero exploration to learn a sub-optimal solution for the problem
minπ̃PΠpr,Pq maxπPΠpr,Pq

ř

h,s,a
dπ
hps,aq

dπ̃
hps,aq

. Let p P P be fixed and define d̃πhps, aq “ Wπp1h,s,a, pq

be the approximation for dπhps, aq. We define π̃i “ argmaxπPΠpr,Pq W
πpri, pq for 1 ď i ď k “ K3,

where rihps, aq “ min

"

1
ři´1

j“1 d̃π̃j

h ps,aq
, 1

*

. Let π̃ be the mixture of tπ̃iuki“1. For any policy π, we

have that

ÿ

s,a,h

dπhps, aq ¨ min

"

1

dπ̃hps, aq
, k

*

ď O

˜

ÿ

s,a,h

d̃πhps, aq ¨ min

#

1

d̃π̃hps, aq
, k

+¸

(4)

ď O

˜

k
ÿ

i“1

Wπpri, pq

¸

(5)

ď O

˜

k
ÿ

i“1

W π̃i

pri, pq

¸

(6)

ď O

˜

ÿ

s,a,h

k
ÿ

i“1

dπ̃
i

h ps, aq ¨ min

#

1
ři´1

j“1 d
π̃j

h ps, aq
, 1

+¸

ď O

˜

ÿ

s,a,h

k
ÿ

i“1

log

˜

maxt
ři

j“1 d
π̃j

h ps, aq, 1u

maxt
ři´1

j“1 d
π̃j

h ps, aq, 1u

¸¸

ď OpSAH logpkqq. (7)

Here (4) holds by the tightness of P , (5) holds by the fact that rihps, aq ě rk`1
h ps, aq “

min

"

1
řk

j“1 d̃π̃j

h ps,aq
, 1

*

“ 1
k min

!

1
d̃π̃
hps,aq

, k
)

for any ph, s, aq, and (6) holds by the optimality

of π̃i for 1 ď i ď k. With (7) in hand, maxπPΠpr,Pq

ř

h,s,a
dπ
hps,aq

dπ̃
hps,aq

is roughly bounded by

OpSAH logpKqq11, which nearly matches the best worst-case coverage number number of SAH .

10A tuple ph, s, a, s1
q is visited means psh, ah, sh`1q “ ps, a, s1

q.
11We remark the there is still a gap between maxπPΠpr,Pq

ř

h,s,a

dπhps,aq

dπ̃
h

ps,aq
and

ř

s,a,h dπhps, aq ¨

min
!

1
dπ̃
h

ps,aq
,K3

)

. Actually (7) is sufficient for further regret analysis.
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Algorithm 1 Main Algorithm

1: Input: state-action space S ˆ A, number of episodes K, confidence parameter δ;
2: Initialize: ι Ð lnp2{δq, k1 Ð 144

?
SAKHι, k2 Ð 288S3A2H4

?
Kι;

3: tD1u Ð Raw Explorationp0,H, k1q;
4: tD2u Ð Raw Explorationpr,D1, k2q;
5: Policy EliminationpD2,K ´ Hk1 ´ Hk2q.

Computational efficient constrained exploration Let u, u1 be two reward functions and P be
a set of transition models. As stated before, for general Πpu,Pq , it might be non-trivial to solve
the problem π̃ “ argmaxπPΠpu,Pq W

πpu1, pq for fixed p P P . As a trade-off, we turn to find some
policy π̃ P Πpu,Pq such that W π̃pu1, pq ě cmaxπPΠpu,Pq W

πpu1, pq, where c ą 0 is some universal
constant. The problem turns out to be a RL problem with a soft constraint. For general Πpu,Pq, the
problem might be hard to solve. Fortunately, on the benefit of the tight property of P , we can find
such π̃ efficiently.

5 Algorithms

In this section we present our algorithms. The main algorithm (Algorithm 1) consists of three stages.

In the first two stages, we conduct naive exploration to identify the tuples which are hard to visit,
which we called infrequent tuples. In particular, the length of the second stage is slightly larger than
that of the first stage, where we use the dataset in the first stage to reduce the regret in the second stage.
In this way, we can bound the regret in the first two stages by Õp

?
SAH3Kq, while the probability

of visiting the infrequent tuples is small enough.

After ignoring the infrequent tuples, we could obtain a tight confidence region. Given the tight
confidence region, we compute the confidence region for each policy and conduct policy elimination
in the third stage. The first and second stages contains OpHq batches, and the third stage contains
Oplog2 log2pKqq batches. So the batch complexity of Algorithm 1 is OpH ` log2 log2pKqq. Below
we describe Raw Exploration (Algorithm 2) and Policy Elimination (Algorithm 3) in detail.

5.1 Raw Exploration

Given a dataset D with counts tNhps, a, s1qu, we define the set of known tuples as tph, s, a, s1q :
Nhps, a, s1q ě C1H

2ιu and the left tuples are regarded as infrequent tuples.

In Algorithm 2, we are given a dataset. Then we compute the corresponding confidence region P in

Line 20, where αpn, n1q “

b

4n1ι
n2 ` 5ι

n .

We conduct exploration layer by layer over policies in the set of survived policies Πpr,Pq. By visiting
each ph, s, aq as much as possible, we can judge whether a tuple ph, s, a, s1q is hard to visit using
policies in Πpr,Pq.

Given the set of known tuples W , we redirect all tuples not in W to an additional absorbed state z
using clipp¨, ¨q. Once we prove that the probability of reaching z is small enough for the any optimal
policy, we can directly learn under the clipped transition model.

In Line 6 Algorithm 2, the algorithm Policy Search is invoked. Given any reward u, u1, any
confidence region P and threshold ϵ ą 0, this algorithm returns a policy π̃ P Πpu,Pq such that
W π̃pu1, pq ě cmaxπPΠpu,Pq W

πpu1, pq ´ ϵ with some universal constant c ą 0. Moreover, when
P is tight w.r.t. the true transition model P after clipping, the time complexity of the algorithm is
OppolypSAHKq logp1{ϵqq. The algorithm and corresponding analysis is postponed to Appendix C.

It is also worth noting that executing each πh,s,a with probability 1
SA can not be regarded as a

(history-independent) policy because the agent need to keep in mind which policy is chosen in current
episode. In contrast, the agent only needs to observe current state to take actions following a policy.
To address this problem, we define an operator Sum to take sum over policies under some transition
model. Formally, we have the lemma below and postpone the proof to Appendix E.2.
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Algorithm 2 Raw Explorationpu,D, kq

1: Input: reward function u, dataset D, length k;
2: Initialize: C1 Ð 200;
3: for h “ 1, 2, . . . ,H do
4: P Ð CRpDq;
5: for ps, aq P S ˆ A do
6: πh,s,a Ð Policy Searchpu, 1h,s,a,Pq;
7: end for
8: p Ð arbitrary element in P;
9: tπ̃h, pu Ð Sum

´

␣

1
SA , πh,s,a, p

(

ph,s,aq

¯

;

10: πh be the policy which is the same as π̃h in the first h ´ 1 steps, and be the uniformly random
policy in the left H ´ h ` 1 steps;

11: Execute πh for k episodes, and collect the samples as Dh;
12: D Ð D Y Dh;
13: end for
14: return: tDu;

15: Function: CRpDq:
16: Nhps, a, s1q Ð count of ph, s, a, s1q in D, for all ps, a, s1q;
17: Nhps, aq Ð maxt

ř

s1 Nhps, a, s1q, 1u for all ps, aq;
18: p̂h,s,a,s1 Ð

Nhps,a,s1
q

Nhps,aq
, @ph, s, a, s1q;

19: W Ð tph, s, a, s1q : Nhps, a, s1q ě C1H
2ιu;

20: P̃h,s,a Ð
␣

p P ∆S | |ps1 ´ p̂h,s,a,s1 | ď αpNhps, aq, Nhps, a, s1qq,@s1 P S
(

, @ph, s, aq;
21: Ph,s,a Ð tclippp,Wq : p P P̃h,s,au, @ph, s, aq;
22: Return: bh,s,aPh,s,a.

23: Function: clippp,Wq

24: p1
h,s,a,s1 Ð ph,s,a,s1 ,@ph, s, a, sq P W;

25: p1
h,s,a,s1 Ð 0,@ph, s, a, s1q R W;

26: p1
h,s,a,z Ð

ř

s1:ph,s,a,s1qRW ph,s,a,s1 ,@ph, s, aq P rHs ˆ S ˆ A;
27: p1

h,z,a Ð 1z,@ph, aq P rHs ˆ A;
28: Return: p.

Lemma 2. Let P “ bph,s,aqPh,s,a be a set of transition models such that Ph,s,a Ă ∆S is convex for
any ph, s, aq. Let tpπi, P iquni“1 be a sequence of policy-transition pairs such that P i P P . For any
tλiu

n
i“1 such that λi ě 0 for i ě 1 and

ř

i λi “ 1, there exists a policy π and P P P , satisfying that

Wπp1h,s,a, P q “
ÿ

i

λiW
πi

p1h,s,a, P iq (8)

for any ph, s, aq P rHs ˆ S ˆ A. Furthermore, the time complexity to find tπ, P u could be bounded
by OpnS3A2H2q.

Therefore, for any tλi, π
i, P iuni“1 satisfying

řn
i“1 λi “ 1 and λi ě 0 for i ě 1 as input, there

exists tπ, P u such that Wπp1h,s,a, P q “
ř

i λiW
πi

p1h,s,a, P
iq and Ph,s,a P ConvexptP i

h,s,auni“1q

for any ph, s, aq P rHs ˆ S ˆ A, where ConvexpUq denotes the convex hull of the set U . Then Sum
is defined as Sumptλi, π

i, P iuni“1q “ tπ, P u.

5.2 Policy Elimination

Given the dataset collected in the first two stages, we first compute the known set W . Unlike
Algorithm 2, we do not update W in the rest time because the first two stages can ensure that the
probability of visiting WC is Op1{

?
Kq.

As mentioned in Section 4, for each batch, we invoke reward-zero exploration to search for the policy
with near-optimal coverage. Based on such a policy, we can provide uniform bound for the length
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Algorithm 3 Policy Elimination

1: Input: dataset D, length k;
2: Initialize: D0 Ð D, P´1 Ð p∆SqSA C1 Ð 100, v´1

h psq Ð H ´ h ` 1, @ph, sq P rHs ˆ S;

Km Ð

Q

K1´ 1
2m

U

for m “ 1, 2, . . . ,M “ rlog2 log2pKqs;

3: Nhps, a, s1q Ð count of ph, s, a, s1q in D;
4: W Ð tph, s, a, s1q : Nhps, a, s1q ě C1H

2ιu;
5: for m “ 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M ´ 1 do
6: Pm Ð Pm´1 X CR˚

´

Dm,Dm
,W, tvm´1

h psquph,sq

¯

;

7: πm`1 Ð DesignppPmq;
8: if

řm
m1“1 Km1 ď k then

9: Execute πm`1 for Km`1 episodes;
10: else
11: Execute πm`1 for k ´ p

řm
m1“1 Km1 q episodes;

12: end if
13: D

m`1
Ð the dataset in the pm ` 1q-th batch;

14: Update the dataset Dm`1 Ð Dm Y Dm`1
;

15: vmh psq Ð maxπ,pPPm Eπ,p

”

řH
h1“h rhpsh, ahq|sh “ s

ı

for all ph, sq P rHs ˆ S;
16: end for
17: Function: CR˚pD,D1,W, vq:
18: tNhps, a, s1qu Ðcounts in D, Nhps, aq Ð maxt

ř

s1 Nhps, a, s1q, 1u for all ph, s, a, s1q;
19: p̂h,s,a,s1 Ð

Nhps,a,s1
q

Nhps,aq
, @ph, s, a, s1q;

20: tŇhps, a, s1qu Ð counts in D1, Ňhps, aq Ð maxt
ř

s1 Ňhps, a, s1q, 1u for all ph, s, a, s1q;
21: p̌h,s,a,s1 Ð

Ňhps,a,s1
q

Ňhps,aq
, @ph, s, a, s1q;

22: P̃h,s,a Ð

!

p P ∆S | |ps1 ´ p̂h,s,a,s1 | ď αpNhps, aq, Nhps, a, s1qq,@s1 P S,

|pp ´ p̌h,s,aqv| ď α˚pŇhps, aq, p̌h,s,a, vq

)

, @ph, s, aq;

23: Ph,s,a Ð tclippp,Wq : p P P̃h,s,au, @ph, s, aq;
24: Return: bh,s,aPh,s,a.

25: Function: DesignpPq:
26: p Ð arbitrary element in P;
27: for i “ 1, 2, ...,K3 do
28: d̃π̃

j

h ps, aq Ð W π̃j

p1h,s,a, pq for 1 ď j ď i ´ 1 and any ph, s, aq;

29: rihps, aq Ð min

"

1
ři´1

j“1 d̃π̃j

h ps,aq
, 1

*

, @ph, s, aq;

30: π̃i Ð Policy Searchpr, ri,Pq;
31: end for
32: tπ, pu Ð Sum

´

␣

1
K3 , π̃

i, p
(K3

i“1

¯

;
33: Return: π.

of confidence intervals for all survived policies, which enables us to using the batch sizes in bandit
algorithms [Perchet et al., 2016, Gao et al., 2019].

Besides, to obtain a better regret bound, we estimate the optimal value function at the end of
each batch, and use it to build a tighter confidence region. As presented in Line 22 Algorithm 3,
we use two empirical transition probabilities to construct the confidence region. Noting that the
samples in the m-th batch is independent of vm´1, we could add a Bernstein-style constraint, where

α˚pn, p, vq “ 5
b

Vpp,vqι
n ` 3ι

n ..
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study multi-batch reinforcement learning, and provide an efficient algorithm to
achieve the near-optimal regret bound and batch complexity. It would be an interesting problem to
generalize our results to reinforcement learning with function approximation case, e.g., linear MDP.
Another important direction is to study the exact batch-regret trade-off for multi-batch reinforcement
learning.

Broader Impact This work focus on the theory of multi-batch reinforcement learning, and the
broader impact is not applicable.
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